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FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER

This proposed decision pertains to a Petition for a Declaratory Ruling by Ronald L. Saldi,

Re:

Sr. (“Petitioner”) regarding whether placement of HUD certified double-wide manufactured
modular mobile homes on four lots of a residential subdivision (“Project”) would constitute a
material change or a substantial change thereby requiring a permit amendment. As explained
more fully below, the Project does not constitute either a substantial or material change and a
permit amendment to Act 250 Land Use Permit #5W1088-3  is not required.

I. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

On July 10, 1998, Petitioner, by his attorney, Stephen J. Craddock, and pursuant to 10
V.S.A. 0 6007(c) and Environmental Board Rule (“EBR”) 3(D), filed a petition for a declaratory
ruling with the Environmental Board (“Board”). The petition appeals a jurisdictional opinion
(“Opinion”) issued by the District #5 Coordinator on June 24, 1998 which concluded that the
placement of HUD certified double-wide manufactured modular mobile homes (“Project
Homes”) on four lots of an approved residential subdivision would constitute a material change
and a substantial change thereby requiring a permit amendment.

On Friday, August 7,1998,  Board Chair Marcy Harding convened a prehearing
conference with the following individuals participating: Petitioner by his attorney Stephen
Craddock; Ran-Mar Corporation (“Ran Mar”) by its attorney Gregory McNaughton;  and Sylvia
and Edward Relation (“Relations”). On August 10, 1998, Chair Harding issued a Prehearing
Conference Report and Order which is hereby incorporated by reference. There were no
objections to the Prehearing Conference Report and Order.

The Petitioner filed his prefiled  direct testimony, exhibits and exhibits list with the Board
on September 23, 1998. The Relations filed their direct testimony, exhibits and exhibits list with
the Board on September 23, 1998. Ran Mar filed its prefiled  direct testimony with the Board on
September 24, 1998.

The Ran-Mar September 24, 1998 filing was a late filing, but it was accepted into
evidence for reasons stated in the Chair’s Preliminary Ruling made on September 30. 1998
hereby incorporated by reference. There were no objections to the Chair’s ruling.

On Monday, November 2,1998,  Chair Harding convened a second Prehearing
Conference with the following individuals participating: Steven Craddock, attorney for the
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Petitioner; Gregory McNaughton, attorney for Ran Mar; Erin McFadden, attorney for the
Relations and Mrs. Relation. The Chair ruled on all objections filed by the Relations, denying
them all. There were no objections to the Chair’s rulings.

!i

On Wednesday, November 4, 1998 at 9:00 a.m., a Panel of the Environmental Board
(“Panel”), with Chair Harding presiding, convened an evidentiary hearing in the Large
Conference Room at the Office  of the Vermont Environmental Board, National Life Insurance
Records Center Building, Montpelier, Vermont with the following persons participating:

Petitioner, by his attorney, Stephen J. Craddock;
Ran Mar, by its attorney, Gregory McNaughton;
Relations, by their attorney Erin McFadden.

After opening statements, the Panel, accompanied by some of the parties and their
renresentatives.  visited the four lot Proiect  site and the surrounding neighborhood area. After the ’

site visit, Chair Harding reconvened the hearing, placed the Panel’s observations on the record
and proceeded to the evidence. After closing statements, the hearing was recessed and the Panel
deliberated on the case. The Panel deliberated again on November 23, 1998.

On November 23, 1998, the Panel issued a proposed decision to the parties. Pursuant to
10 V.S.A. $6027(g),  parties were allowed to file written objections and request oral argument
before the Board.

No party requested oral argument nor tiled written objection

On December 23, 1998, the Board convened a deliberation concerning this matter, and,
following a review of the proposed decision and the evidence and the arguments presented in the
case, declared the record complete and adjourned. This matter is now ready for final  decision.
To the extent any proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law are included below, they are
granted; otherwise, they are denied. & Secretarv. Agencv of Natural Resources v. Uoner  Valley
Regional  Landfill Corn., No. 96-369, Slip op. at 13 (Vt. N OV. 7, 1997); Petition of Village of
-aElectric  143 Vt. 437,445 (1983).W’

II. ISSUES ON APPEAL

A. Whether, under EBR 2(P). the placement of HUD certified double-wide
manufactured modular mobile homes on four lots of a residential subdivision would constitute a
“material change” to the project authorized under Land Use Permit # SW1088-3 and thereby
require amendment of that permit pursuant EBR 34(A).
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II B. Whether, under EBR 2(G), the placement of HUD certified double-wide
manufactured modular mobile homes on four lots of a residential subdivision would constitute a

’ “substantial change” to the subdivision and thereby require a permit amendment pursuant to EBR
” 34(A).

i’ III. FINDINGS OF FACT

1; ,, On July 3, 1990, the District #5 Environmental Commission (“Commission”) issued Land
’ I Use Permit #5W1088  (“Original Permit”) to Ronald and Marylou  Saldi (“Saldi”) authorizing the

subdivision of 220* acre tract of land into two lots, one of 70 acres to be sold to the Town of
Barre and the remaining 150 acres to be retained.

ii 2. On March 6, 1996, the Commission issued Land Use Permit #5W1088-1  (“Dash 1
( Permit”) which authorized the subdivision of the 150* acres referred to as “retain&i” in the
~ , Original Permit, into two lots, being 61.7 acres and 87 acres in area. Finding #2 in the Findings
,I of Fact in support of the Dash 1 Permit refers to the 87 acre lot as “lot 3” and notes it will be
; ’ retained by Saldi.
;
‘I

: 3. On November 8, 1996, the Commission issued Land Use Permit Amendment #5 W 1088-2

~ (
(“Dash 2 Permit”) and supporting Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order to Ronald
Saldi, Sr., “Attorney-in-Fact,” Shawn Marie Saldi Stape, Julie Jo Saldi Henderson [sic] and Ann

I Marie Saldi Barrett.

I 4. The Dash 2 Permit authorizes the permittees to create 5 lots from what was previously
( identified as lot 3 in the Findings of Fact in support the Dash 1 Permit. The four of these 5 lots
that were designated for residential purposes are the subject of this Petition.

‘I
‘, 5. Condition 5 in the Dash 2 Permit required, in part, that “[p]rior  to any conveyances of the
( ) 4 residential lots, the permittees shall file an amendment application providing supplemental
I, details under criteria l(B), 2, 3, 5, 8 and 9(F).”

6. On February 13, 1997, Applicant “Ronald Saldi Sr., Attorney in fact”, filed an application
with the Commission seeking an amendment to the Dash 2 Permit as required by that Permit’s
Condition 5.

7. On June 19,1997,  the Commission issued Land Use Permit Amendment # 5W1088-3
(“Dash 3 Permit”) and supporting Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order (“Decision”)
to Ronald Saldi, Sr. and Marylou  Saldi.
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8. Exhibit P-7 in this proceeding, is an exhibit tiled as part of the Dash-3 Permit application
This exhibit was prepared by Wayne Lawrence, Saldi’s  engineer, and provided the supplemental
details required by Condition 5 in the Dash 2 Permit.

9. The Dash 3 Permit authorizes final approval of the 4 lot residential subdivision located
off Bolster Road in the Town of Barre, which had been given preliminary approval subject to the
requirement of Condition 5 of the Dash 2 Permit.

10. On March 31, 1998, the four lots were transferred to the Ran-Mar Corporation which
plans to offer the lots for sale, and, for interested buyers, will erect Project Homes on the subject
lots.

11. The sales agreement between Saldi and Ran-Mar is contingent on the Project Homes
being approved housing for the lots pursuant to the Dash 3 Permit, or the related Purchase and
Sales Contract will be void and the sales proceeds will be returned to Ran-Mar and the property
will return to Sellers Ronald L. Saldi, Sr. and Marylou  Saldi.

12.

13.

Condition 1 of the Dash 3 Permit states:

The project shall be completed, maintained and operated as set forth in
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law #5W1088-3  [in] accordance with
the plans and exhibits on tile with the District Environmental Commission,
and in accordance with the conditions of this permit. No changes shall be
made in the project without the written approval of the District
Environmental Commission.

Condition 7 of the Dash 3 Permit states:

All residential structures approved herein shall be constructed with insulation with I
an R-Value of at least R-19 in the exterior walls, at least R-38 in the roof or cap !
and at least R-10 around the foundation or under the slab. Doors shall be R-l 0
and windows R-2.75. All seams and joints shah be caulked or weatherstripped to
reduce infiltration. Fireplaces shall be equipped with tight-fitting glass doors or
dampers to minimize air passage. Oil or gas-tired heating systems shall have
efficiency ratings of at least 83%. Hot water pipes in unheated spaces shall be
insulated to R-4 and furnace ducts to R-6. Water heaters shall be insulated to R-
18. Electric space and water heating systems shall not be installed without prior
Commission approval.
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Condition 5 of the Dash 3 permit specifically states:

~( 15.
I0

II
I I

16.

This permit hereby incorporates all of the conditions of Subdivision Permit
#EC-5-2880 issued on January 28, 1997 by the Assistant Regional
Engineer, Wastewater Management Division, Department of
Environmental Conservation, Agency of natural Resources.

General Condition 1.3 of Subdivision Permit #EC-5-2880 states that the

project has been reviewed and is approved for the construction of
one single family residence on each approved lot. Construction of
other type dwellings, including public buildings, duplexes and
condominium units, is not allowed without prior review and
approval by the Agency, and such approval will not be granted
unless the proposal conforms to the applicable laws and
regulations.

The Dash 3 Permit Decision’s Conclusion of Law section states:

that the project described in the application referred to above, if
completed and maintained in conformance with all of the terms and
conditions of that application, and of Land Use Permit 5W1088-3
will not cause or result in a detriment to public health, safety or
general welfare under the criteria described in 10 V.S.A. $6086(a).

The Dash 3 Permit application exhibit identified herein as Exhibit P-7 contains-

II
representations which address the six cntena  as requned  by Condrtion  5 of the Dash-2 Permit.

1 i IS. Exhibit P-7, which is incorporated into the Dash 3 Permit by the language in Condition I,
1) in reference to Criterion 8 and the proposed housing states that “Construction of the homes will
1, be in keeping with the other homes in the neighborhood, both in size and type.”

19. During the Dash 3 permit application process them were discussions about an agreement
between Saldi and Barre Town prohibiting the placement of single-wide mobile homes on the
four lot subdivision. There were no discussions regarding prohibitions or restrictions as to any
other types of single family homes.

20. The Project site is on Bolster Road in the Town of Barre, Vermont. Entrance to Bolster
Road is from Quarry Hill Road.
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21. The area encompassing the four lot subdivision and a large meadow beyond them is
located on the right side towards the end of Bolster Road away from Quarry Hill Road.

22. At the entrance of Bolster Road, there is a three story apartment building on the left
corner with Quarry Hill Road and a municipal office building on the right corner.

23. There are eighteen homes on Bolster Road (the “Neighborhood Homes”).

24. The Neighborhood Homes are primarily single family homes. According to the town’s
listing sheets they range in assessed cost value from $35,229.00  to $135,200.00. All homes have
full cellars, although two also have slabs. Three homes are listed as having between 2 and 2%
stories; six are listed as 1 story;  five are listed as I !A stories; and four are listed as having 1%
stories. Their footprints range in size; examples being the Famham  Home with 816 square  feet,
the Tash and Gaudreault Homes both with 960 square feet and.Relations’  Home with 1178
square feet.

25. Traveling down Bolster Road away from Quarry Hill Road, the homes on the left side of
the road are older single family houses with one or two stories. Relations’ home, a raised ranch
with an out-building and garage, is the last home located on the left side of Bolster Road. On the
right side of Bolster Road, the homes are newer.

26. Six of these newer homes arc Huntington Modular Homes (“Huntington Homes”) which
were erected by Mr. Saldi around 1990. At the time of their installation, none of them had any
out-buildings or garages and they all had less than 920 square feet of finished living space.

21. Ofthe six Huntington Homes, two are one story residences with cellar foundations, one of
these has a garage and storage building and the other has no out-buildings. The other four
Huntington Homes are cape style buildings on cellar foundations and all have out-buildings.

28. The older homes are “stick-built” and constructed on site. “Stick-built” is defined herein
to mean having a wood or steel frame construction.

29. The six newer Huntington Homes, while also “stick-built,” were built at a controlled site
and then transported in units to the home site on a trailer. At the house sire the separate units
were removed from the trailer. connected together and then attached as a whole to the cellar
foundation.

30. The Project Homes are single family HUD certified double-wide manufactured modular
mobile homes.
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31. “HUD” refers to the United States Government’s Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

32. HUD certified or approved means complying with the requirements of HUD in
connection with construction.

33. The Project Homes meet or exceed all of the construction specifications required by the
Dash 3 Permit.

34. There are two examples of Project Homes in the vicinity of the Bolster Road
neighborhood. One is on Quarry Hill Road in South Barre (“Lowery Home”) and the other is on
the Websterville Road in Barre (“Quechee Warbler”). Both were observed by the Panel on the
site visit and are depicted in the photographic array of Exhibit PI 0.

35. Both the Lowery Home and the Quechee Warbler are on slabs as opposed to cellar
foundations and have white vinyl skirts around their bases.

36. The perimeter skirting is not structural, it is simply for cosmetic purposes and can be
made of vinyl, brick or other materials depending on what the homeowner chooses and is able to
afford.

31. The appearance of skirting around the Project Homes differs from skirting one may see
around the base of single-wide mobile homes. Because they are not necessarily placed on a
foundation, single-wide mobile homes often have unsecured skirting which lacks stability and
may run askew. Project Homes would be placed on slabs which extend out beyond the perimeter
of the skirting so that the skirting can be secured to the concrete to keep it stable and from
blowing off or moving.

38. Customers can choose construction and cosmetic aspects of the Project Homes, The
appearance of any of the homes that may be erected on the four lot subdivision will depend upon
what the customer purchasing the lot is seeking.

39. Project Homes may be erected on slabs or cellar foundations

40. Slabs used for Project Homes will be set in the ground on a gravel base. The slab has
anchors in it and utilities’ connections may also come through the slab.

41. For installation on a slab foundation, when the Project Home arrives at the site it is
wheeled on to the slab and the axles and the wheels are removed so that the home can be set
lower to the ground as they are usually never moved again. The home has steel frame members
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’ ’ that are blocked. the house units are joined together permanently, the roof is attached to the
) ( home, and the building is secured to the slab.

‘1 42. The Project Homes placed on cellar foundations can be ordered with a perimeter frame
) ( instead of the steel frame structure under the home used for slab foundation attachment.
Ii
(I 43. Both the Project Homes and Huntington Homes have 6” frames. Both types. as well as

t
‘I

any other stick built home, can be placed on a cellar foundation or on a slab.

1i 44. The distinction between the Project Homes and Huntington Homes may be in the method
/ I of delivery. Huntington Homes are delivered on a trailer and the Project Homes are usually
1 ‘I delivered on wheels with axle attached.
!I
I) 45. HUD makes no distinction between the Project Homes and Huntington Homes and they
, are treated as the same type for property value assessment purposes.

II
‘I 46.
I’

Generally, if size and shape are the same, the Project Homes and the Huntington Homes
are comparable in assessed value.

~ I 47. Similarly, the comparable value of both the Project Homes and the Huntington Homes
when finished with similar landscaping and outbuildings is the same as other site built houses in

~ ! the area.

:; 48.
!

Placement of a house on a slab, as opposed to placement on a cellar foundation, requires a
i downwml  value adjustment on the assessed base cost value of the home with the slab because a

: ) slab is cheaper to install.

;; 49.
~1 _

When comparing two Project Homes, one on a slab and one on a cellar foundation, the
Barre Town Assessor would consider them to be of a similar kind of construction with a

I ! chfference  in value due to the downward adjustment on the base cost value due to the lower cost
~ ~ of installation of the slab.

50. For the town assessor’s purposes of assessing the value of homes, the type of construction
does not necessarily cover whether a building is on a slab or a cellar foundation, rather the focus
is on other aspects of construction such as size of the overhang of eaves, type and pitch of roof.
window types and insulations.

51. Size does make a difference in value. but there is little distinction between a one story
home and a one and one-half story home. Similarly, once on their home sites. there is little
difference between the value and construction of a ranch site-built home and a house constructed
off site.
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52. Within the Neighborhood Homes group, the existing ranches and the Huntington Homes
are similar in size and shape.

53. In the Lowery house and Quechee Warbler Project Homes examples, construction is 2 by
6 walls, double pane windows with insulated glass, and vinyl siding. This is average and typical
contemporary construction and there is very little difference between the Project Homes, the
Huntington Homes and the on site stick-built homes.

54. When assessing the value of homes, the assessor uses size of the finished area and applies
standard calculation tables for valuation.

55. While mobile homes have their own set of value calculations tables, all else being equal,
the Project Homes, Huntington Homes and on site stick-built homes are all valued using the same
tables. This is because there is very little distinction in the quality of workmanship of these
homes.

56. The similarity in construction is illustrated by a comparison of the listing sheets for the
Famham Huntington Home on Bolster Road and the Lowery Home. According to the listing
sheets their assessed cost value range is $79,700.00  to $85,700.00. There has been a downward
base cost adjustment to the Lowery Home due to the absence of a basement.

57. The footprints’ size of the Lowery and Quechee Warbler sample Project Homes are
similar to or larger than those of most of the homes on Bolster Road. The square footage of these
footprints are 960 square feet and 1120 square feet.

IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

A. De NOVQ Review and Burden of Proof

Pursuant to 10 V.S.A. 5 6007(c) and EBR 3(D), a petition for declaratory ruling is
conducted & - by the Board. Although it may come to the Board as an appeal of a

jurisdictional opinion, the issue in a declaratory ruling is not whether a jurisdictional opinion, or
any part thereof, is correct. Thus, facts stated or conclusions drawn are not considered by the
Board. Provided a petition is timely filed, the only issue is the applicability of any statutory
provision or of any rule or order of the Board over the project described in the jurisdictional
opinion.

The burden of proof consists of the burdens of production and persuasion. ,kDDkWOOd

eco. ement, Declaratory Ruling #325 (Sept. 28, 1996). The burden
of proof to show that a project is exempt from Act 250 is on the person claiming the exemption.
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in this case the Petitioner. Id.; mWeston  Declaratory Ruling #169  at 5 (June

~ 3,1985)&Qe, 135 Vt. 205 (1977).“to Y.

I i B. Material Change
‘I

Under 34(A), a permit amendment is required for. among other things. a “material or
substantial change” to a permitted project. EBR 2(P) defines “[mlaterial  change” as “any
i alteration to a project which has a significant impact on any finding, conclusion, term or
ij condition of the project’s permit and which affects one or more values sought to be protected by

the Act.”

A determination of whether an activity is a “material change” involves a two-step
analysis. R-h&emPronram, Declaratory Ruling #284  (Oct. 7,
1994); Re: Robm Blaim, Declaratory Ruling #241 (Apr. 29, 1992). First,
the Board must find  that an alteration has taken place or will take place. This alteration need not
be a physical change, but can simply be a change of use. mMount
Declaratory Ruling #269 (July 22, 1992); Re: Town  of Sunderland, Declaratory Ruling #200 at
10 (June 24, 1988). Second, the Board must find that the alteration has a significant impact on
any finding, conclusion, term, or condition of the project’s permit and that the alteration affects
one or more of the values Act 250 protects. 3e.MountMansfield  suora  at 11.

The first step in the material change analysis is to determine whether an alteration has or
will take place. Therefore, the Panel looks to the Project authorized by the Dash 3 Permit and to
the Project Neighborhood to establish the base against which to gauge whether an alteration is
proposed and, if so, whether it will have a significant impact on the permit requirements such that
they affect the values Act 250 is designed to protect.

The Permitted Proiect

The Dash 3 Permit authorizes the final approval of the four lot subdivision. Permit
Conditions I,7 and 5 of the Dash 3 Permit are pertinent to the matter under consideration as they
relate to the specifications of the homes to be erected on the four lots. Condition 1 of the Dash 3
Permit states, in pertinent part, that the “project shall be completed. maintained and operated as
set forth in Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law #5W1088-3  [in] accordance with the plans
and exhibits on file with the District Environmental Commission.”

This language in Condition I effectively incorporates the narrative exhibit provided by
the Permittee as part of the Dash 3 Permit amendment application and identified as Exhibit P-7 in
the present proceeding. In addressing Criterion 8, this exhibit states: “Construction of the homes
will be in keeping with the other homes in the neighborhood. both in size and type.”
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Condition 7 of the Dash 3 permit specifies insulation values required for different aspects
1, of the residential structures includmg  “at least R-10 around the foundation or under.”

I
II

(Emphasis added). Condition S of the Dash 3 permit incorporates all of the conditions of
1,
i1

Subdivision Permit #EC-5-2880 (“Subdivision Permit”). deneral  Condition 1.3 of the
Subdivision Permit provides approval “for the construction of one single family residence on
each approved lot” and prohibits “[clonstruction  of other type dwellings, including public
buildings, duplexes and condominium units” without prior review and approval by the Agency of
Natural Resources.

In light of the Dash 3 Permit conditions and restrictions incorporated therein, the
determination of whether the Project constitutes a change appears to turn  on whether the
construction of the Project Homes will meet the construction requirements of the Dash 3 Permit
and “will be in keeping with the other homes in the neighborhood, both in size and type,”

The evidence shows that the construction specifications of the Project Homes meet or
exceed those required by the Dash 3 Permit conditions and comply with the limitations to single
family housing. The Relations’ testimony focuses on the potential effect on Criterion 8
(aesthetics) caused by the necessity for outdoor storage of equipment due to the Project Homes’
lack of interior storage space usually provided by cellar foundations and out-buildings. However,
the fact that they may be placed on slabs is of no consequence under the Dash 3 Permit. Quite
clearly, Condition 7’s language specifically addresses slab insulation for residential structures
reflecting that use of slab foundations was contemplated and approved. In addition, the Dash 3
Permit does not address storage or out-buildings.

As the Project Homes construction meets the specifications of the Dash 3 Permit
conditions, the crucial determination as to whether or not a cognizable change is proposed
depends upon whether the Project Homes “will be in keeping with the other homes in the
neighborhood, both in size and type.” General Condition 1.3 of the Subdivision Permit lends
support for the conclusion that the term “type” refers to whether the dwellings are single family
residences versus public buildings, duplexes or condominium units. The term “type” may also
refer to any combination of the following classifications: use, number of dwelling units. assessed
value and building construction. Similarly, the term “size” could refer to the number of dwelling
units, square footage or number of stories.’ In any case, the parties have presented sufficient

The use of inherently ambiguous terms such as “type” and “size” in a document
incorporated into the permit by reference provides little guidance to those questioning or
relying on a permit’s authorizations or restrictions. Similarly. unrecorded discussions or
assumptions made during the permit application process about what is included or
excluded in the meaning of such terms provides no additional information that can
legitimately be relied upon. Accordingly, in the future we encourage the use of clear and
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evidence to compare all of these factors as they apply to the Project Homes and the
Neighborhood Homes.

Neighborhood Homes

The 18 Neighborhood Homes are primarily single family dwellings. All are on cellar
foundations although two also have slabs. Six of them are Huntington Homes and the others
were stick-built on site. According to the Barre Town listing sheets, three of these homes are
between 2 or 2% stories; six are 1 story; five are 1 L/4 stories; and four are 1% stories. Examples of
the square footage of these homes’ footprints include the Far&am home with a footprint of 8 16
square feet, the Tash and Gaudreault Homes both with 960 square feet and Relations’ Home with
1178 square feet. According to the town’s listing sheets they range in value from $35.229.00 to
%135,200.00.

The Project Homes are single family dwellings that may be erected on either slabs or
cellar foundations. Their construction specifications are comparable to the Neighborhood Homes
in that the Project Homes are “stick built” having a wood or steel frame and like the six
Huntington Homes they are constructed off site. Relying on the Lowery  Home and the Quechee
Warbler Project Home examples, according to their external appearance and the listing sheets
they are 1 story buildings like six of the Neighborhood Homes. The square footage for the
Project Homes’ footprints may vary depending upon the home buyer’s choices, but relying on the
cited examples the square footage of the footprints range from 960 square feet to 1120 square
feet, within the same range as the Neighborhood Homes. Again, using the two existing examples
for assessed value, their listing sheets show their values as ranging from $79,700.00  and
$X5,700.00, also within the same ranges as the Neighborhood Homes.

Similarly, the Project Homes’ use of slab foundations and the absence of out-buildings is
consistent with the Neighborhood Homes. Some of the Neighborhood Homes are, in part, on
slabs and cummtly  at least one of the Neighborhood Homes does not have any out-buildings.
Originally, when the six Huntington Homes were first  erected and sold, none of them had any
out-buildings. Accordingly, these comparisons of the Project Homes and the Neighborhood
Homes reveals that the Project Homes are in keeping with the Neighborhood Homes both in size
and type.

Based on the findings of fact made herein. the placement of HUD certified double-wide
manufactured modular mobile homes on the subject four lots will not be a cognizable change to

unambiguous language which should be included directly in the text of the permit
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the Project subdivision as authorized by the Dash 3 Permit and, accordingly, does not constitute a
material change to the Project.

C. Substantial Change

Under EBR 2(G) and 34(A), a permit amendment is required for any substantial change to
a permitted project. EBR 2(G) defines “[s]ubstantial  change” as “any change in a development or
subdivision which may result in significant impact with respect to any of the criteria specified in
10 V.S.A. 5 6086(a)(l) through (a)(lO).” The validity of EBR 2(G) has been upheld by the
Vermont Supreme Court. In re Barlow, 160 Vt. 5 13,521-22  (1993); In re Orzel, 145 Vt. 355,
360-61(1985).

The Board uses a two-step analysis in the substantial change test. First, there must be a
cognizable change. A “cognizable change” is a physical change. See vVillaee
Declaratory Ruling #212 (Jan. 30, 1990); Re: L.W. Haynes.  Inc., Declaratory Ruling #192 (Oct.
7, 1987). Second, if a cognizable change is found, an Act 250 permit is required if the change
has potential for significant impact under one or more of the ten Act 250 criteria. Re:
maa, Declaratory Ruling #328 at 22 and 23 (Feb. 27, 1997); Re:~avid

e oree Property), Declaratory Ruling #326 (Dec. 23, 1996); ~L.w., Declaratory
Ruling #192 at 7 (Sept. 5, 1987). The Board’s test has been upheld by the Vermont Supreme
Court. In re Barlow, B, at 52 l-22.

Based on the findings and as discussed in the material change analysis above, the Project
does not constitute a cognizable change. Accordingly, there is no substantial change to the
permitted Project and a permit amendment is not required.

V. ORDER

1. As discussed above, the Board concludes that the Project will not result in any
change to what was approved in the 5 W 1088-3 Permit.

2. Based on and subject to the foregoing, EBR 34 does not require a permit
amendment for the Project by reason of a material change or a substantial change.
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Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, this 24th day of December, 1998

ENVIRONMENTAL. BOARD

Samuel Lloyd
George Holland
Alice Olenick
William Martinez
Greg Rainville

Becky Nawath participated in the hearing and the proposed decision  but was not available for
Board deliberations and therefore is not included in the final decision.


